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Perturbation theory is used to solve the problem of the prece~
sion of Mercury's perihelion, this phenomenon being a relativistic ef-
fect. The expansion parameter appears naturally when the orbit equation
is written in an appropriate form and it completely justifies the use of
the first order approximation.

RESlJt.IE:'!

Se aplica la teoría de perturbaciones al problema de la prece-
sión de origen relativista del perihelio de mercurio. El parámetro del
desarrollo aparece naturalmente al reescribir la ecuación de la órbita y
justifica completamente la aproximación a primer orden .

• Also at Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana (Iztapalapa).
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It is well known(l,2) that, in arder to describe the preces-
siDn oí the bounded noncircular orbit oí a given planet, the best exam-
pIe being ~~rcury. it is first necessary to take into account the influ-
ence of the rest oí the planets besides the interaction between the sun
and ~rrcury. Sccondly, it is a150 n€cessary to tTeat sun-~~rcury inter-
acrion beyond Ncwton's gravitational theory and use the linear approxime
tion oí the r~neral Theory oí Relativity, i.c., weak fields and 5mall v~
locities, since in Nc\o,:tonian theory only closed orbits are allowed. The
first correction predicts foy ~~rcury a preccssion oí 531 scconds of are
per century, therefore existing a difference oí about 43 seconds of are
between the thcoretical and observed values.

Thc second correction accounts for such a differcnee and the
perihelion shift is caleulated through the solution oí the eorrected dif
ferential equation for the orbit(2):

Cm'M/J' + (3GM/c')u' ( 1)

where ro and J are thc mass and the angular momentum of the planet, M is
the mass oí the sun, G thE gravitational constant, c the speed of light,
u is the reciprocal of the distanee between the planet and the sun and
the last term is the general relativistic correction.

Eq. (1) is obviously nonlinear and its approximate solution,
as [ound in standard text books(2), corresponds to a method oí succesive
approxirnations.

en the other hand, straightforward application of Perturbation
theory(3) produces both the correet value for the advance of the perihe-
lion and the equation for the precessing orbit, thus providing a natural
and systcmatie way to obtain approximate solutions of Eq. (1).

In order for Perturbation theory to be useful, it has to be
sho~n that the contribution írem the nonlinear term in Eq. (1) is
small(3.4) and this can be achieved by defining the lengths

í¡ = J/l1n M

and
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Ilere 2i} corresponds to the "Latus rectum" of the orbit and .P..2is rcla-

ted to the "gravitational radius" oí the SLm. l\'e also set

and "ri te Eq. (1) in the form

11" + Tl ( 2)

where 11 = t}u is a dimensionless variable. Eq. (2) shows that the nonli-
near. ar perturbative, term is indecd s~~ll.

If £ in Eq. (2) is made to vanish, the motion describcd by the
resulting equation corrcsponds to a closed orbit of period 2n but, since
o f O. the period rnust change(4) and the ne" period can be written as

pro) 2n + ~(e) (3)

whcrc 6(£) i5 a function assumed to be analytic, such that ll.(O) = 0, hence
far £ small

P(e) 2n(1 + a,e + a,e' + ••• )

the als

of ~(e).

through

being so far undetenmined constants related to the derivatives
In arder to find their values we introduce the new variable ~

the express ion

£ is small, the equation for n(lf) up to first order in £,

anó realize that. after a
o to P, while ~
a period of 2n.

Since

increases
complete revolution oí the planet,
fTcm O to 2~. Hcnce as a function

o goes from
oí lf, n has

(S)

is a good approximation and, to solve this equation, we assurnc n to be
of the form

n(~) (6)
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After substituting this into Eq. (5) and equating the coefficients of
the samc powers oí £ in both sirles, wc obtain two linear differential
equations:

and

1 + e o

~1(0)=0; n'(O) = O
1 ( 7)

wherc e stands for the eccentricity oí the orbit and the initial conclí-
ticos have beco choseo as to start from the positían oí the planet at
the perihelion of the orbit.

The first of Eqs. (7) is immediately solved to yield the zero-
arder solution,

l+ecosf (8)

which is now introduced ioto the right hand sirle of the second equation
to givc

~';+~, = (-2a, + 2)e cos~+ (e2/2) (1 + cos2~) + 1 (9)

and the necessary and sufficient conclítioo for periodic solutions to
exist is the eliminatían oí the secular term, it implies that thc coef-
ficicnt oí cosf nnlSt vanish, or al ::: 1.

The aboye result is better understood if we think of Eq. (9)
as rcpresenting an hanmonic moticn oí unit frequency acted on by period-
ic forces oí frequencies 1 and 2. If the force oí unit frequency does
not vanish. the oscillations amplitude would increase indefinitely as a
result of the resonance. Such a case is not allowed in our problem and,
thercfore. the term containing cosf must vanish.

Fran the value of a, and Eqs. (3) and (4), we have that the
period shift introduced by the perturbation is

Ó(E) 2••

and thc solution to Eq. (9) satisfying the initial conditions given in
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Eqs. (7) is given by

n¡(~) = 1 + e'/2 - (e'/6)eos 2~ - (1 + e'/3)eosV (10)

so that the complete solution to Eq. (2) is then obtained frcm (6). (8)
and (10), and it is written as

","'he re it is clear that the pcriod oí the motion is naw 2n(1 + e:) in such
a way that the perihelion, defined by the equation

advances an amount

~ = 2ne:

l¡ u(0=0) 1 + e

6n(6rrWJ),

after a complete revolution oí the planet. In tcrms oí the geometrical
parameters oí the orbit this shift is

~ = 6n(Wae' (1 - e') (11)

whcrc a is the semimajor axis oí the orbit.
Eq. (11) is the standard expression for the perihelion shift

ando when appropriate numerical data are used to compute ~~rcury'spre-
cession, it yields the value oí 43.03 seco oí are per ecntury, while the
observed value has been reported(5) to be 41.4 ! 0.9 see. of are per een
tury, in reasoml:.l~ agrcement with the theory.

We are grateful to S. M:>chon. who transmittedushis enthusiasm
on perturbative mcthods.
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